Da t a s h e e t

Sage Business
Cloud Enterprise
Management
Retain your competitive advantage with
a fast, intuitive and tailored business
management solution
More than traditional ERP

By delivering greater efficiency, a favorable ROI and a more personalized
experience than traditional ERP systems, Enterprise Management helps
businesses focus on what really matters. Enterprise Management offers
multiple cloud deployment options and services, giving you the freedom to
consume and scale the solution as your business changes.

A complete business
management solution
Financial management
Automate your accounting and financial
processes from journal entry to invoicing,
accounts payable, accounts receivable and
procurement. Reduce the complexity of managing
multiple sites, business units and product lines
with multi-dimensional functionality.
Take the administrative burden out of managing
your budgets with collaborative workflows to
effectively work with colleagues. Stay compliant no
matter where you do business with multi-legislation, multi-language, and multi-currency
capabilities. Manage fixed assets in accordance
with developing regulations.
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“We saw immediate
performance increases,
including a 30%
reduction in productive
labor and consolidation
of an entire warehouse
facility footprint, and
annual savings of
around $400,000.”
Robert Turtledove, President and CEO,
Empire Candles
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Reporting and analytics
Generate insight with data across multiple machines
and sources. Give your team personalized information with access to live dashboards customized for
specific business roles to monitor performance and
alert them to abnormalities in the business.
Create customizable scoreboards for individual
business roles and navigate up and down the audit
trail to manage risks. Distribute consistent reports
across the organization, trigger alerts and workflows
based on KPIs, and enable collaboration to make
better decisions.
Supply chain management
Enable faster production cycles and faster response
times, while efficiiently managing the supply
chain. Maintain optimal stock levels and deliver
on customer commitments by easily identifying
dependencies between work orders and material
availability.
Manage logistics, control warehouses, and track
key information. Run best-in-class operations with
continuous improvement programs.

“We basically
restructured all our
business processes
to take advantage
of Sage Enterprise
Management’s
flexibility,
customizability and
the ability to run
on-premise, or as a
cloud-based solution.”
Kory Keenan, IT Manager, Kobayashi
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Production management
Automate your production processes and respond
faster to customer demands. Improve predictability
across the manufacturing process.
Maintain agile production cycles with advanced billof-material management, production planning, and
shop floor control. Reduce costs, improve customer
experiences and drive quality and performance
improvements with non-compliance and nonconformance management.

“We’ve reduced our
inventory carrying costs
by 30% -that represents
nearly $500,000 in cash
freed up. Inventory
turns
are up by 20%. The time
to produce a custom
quote is down by 75%.”
Rich Shade, Vice President and COO,
S&S Hinge
Project management
Know the ROI of your various initiatives and
projects. Respond faster to customer inquiries and
optimize profitability with accurate project costing
and pricing. Improve cost management and gain
better control of project profitability. Define project
schedules, forecast costs, manage timesheets and
track financials. Ensure accurate tracking of all tasks
and dependencies to optimize profitability and keep
projects on schedule.
Consolidate multiple projects and create snapshots
and financial comparisons. Report on KPIs such as
sales margins, budgets and commitments.
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Multiple deployment options: cloud and on-premise
Enterprise Management cloud offerings are designed to meet your unique requirements allowing your
business to choose the deployment option offering that works for your organization. Companies of all
sizes can access Enterprise Management on a simple monthly subscription bases. Migrate to the cloud
on your own terms, and change your deployment model as your business expands.

A trusted solution with a global footprint
Enterprise Management is used in over 80 countries around the globe by 5000 medium-sized enterprises.
These companies are supported by over 480 business partners and more than 1300 certified consultants.
Enterprise Management delivers comprehensive business management capabilities from supply chain
management to manufacturing through to human resource and payroll management capabilities. This is
further complemented by over 50 add-on solutions providing additional industry-specific functionality.
Along with comprehensive multinational business management Enterprise Management offers support
for 18 different industry verticals ranging from food & beverage manufacturing through to industrial
machinery manufacturing and FMCG distribution. This ability to support multiple adjacent verticals allows
Enterprise Management to support the entire value chain from seed to sale or farm to fork.
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For more info, visit: https://www.theanswerco.com/sage-x3/
or contact us at 1-866-670-6686

